Metropolitan Elite
Graham Heeps reports back on how the 2019 Hot Wheels Legends Tour has produced its
second winner, a 1957 Nash Metropolitan rat rod, which will now be immortalised in diecast…

A

s part of its
50th anniversary
celebrations in 2018,
Hot Wheels launched the
Legends Tour, a series of car
shows for amateur custom car
builders. The event winners
from each city – some
15 in 2018, expanded to
20 in 2019 – congregated
for final judging at the
SEMA Show for the
automotive aftermarket

in Las Vegas in November.
The overall winner scooped
the top prize of having his
personal car shrunk to 1:64
scale and sold in the basic
Hot Wheels range.

True to its word, Hot Wheels
put the 2018 Legends winner –
the Supra-powered 2 Jet Z
created by Luis Rodriguez –
into production in the 2020
range. It’s been on sale
since before Christmas.
I was lucky enough to
be there as the second
Legends Tour reached its
conclusion at SEMA 2019.

The winner this time around,
from almost 5,000 custom cars
entered in 2019, was Nashole
(later sanitised by Hot Wheels
to The Nash), a 1957 Nash

The 2018 Legends winner,
the Supra-powered 2 Jet Z created by
Luis Rodriguez, was put into production
for Hot Wheels 2020 range and hit the
shelves just before Christmas 2019.
Ted Wu credits Hot Wheels sculptor
Manson Cheung as being instrumental
in translating it to 1:64 scale while
maintaining the feel of the original and
sticking to the four-piece rule.
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hot wheels, hot news
Our contributor, Graham Heeps, was lucky enough to get the opportunity
to chat with the guys behind the winning 1957 Nash Metropolitan-based rat rod,
Dave Ford and Greg Salzillo (left and right, respectively), as well as with Mattel
Vice President and global head of design for vehicles, Ted Wu (centre)
on day two of the fabulous SEMA Show in Las Vegas last November.

Metropolitan-based rat rod
built by friends Greg Salzillo
and Dave Ford.
“We found it in a barn in
Santa Rosa, California”
Salzillo explained. “We wanted
to take something different
and make an ugly car cool,
give it an aggressive stance and
make it look mean. We pulled
the floorpan out of the body
and created our own chassis,
a 2x3in box tube chassis with
coil overs front and rear. In the
front is a 1940s’ Ford straight
axle that’s been cut in half and
stretched 8in so that we could
get the wheels outside the
fenders. We shaped the cut
fenders around the wheels to
give it a nice, clean look.”
Gone is the British-built
Metropolitan’s original 52bhp

Austin B-Series engine,
replaced by a 305ci (5-litre)
small-block Chevy. That’s
mated to a GM Turbo-Hydramatic 350, 3-speed automatic
transmission and a GM truck,
12-bolt rear end with Positraction (limited-slip differential).
In Salzillo’s words: “If both
wheels spin, this thing gets out
of hand real quickly. The 305
is pushing about 300bhp,
so it’s a go-kart on steroids.”
The roofline has been
chopped by about 4in and the
front screen laid back, with
a new Plexiglass rear screen
painstakingly shaped to fit
by Salzillo and Ford in a
homemade hot box. The filler
cap is from a jet boat and
a junior dragster parachute
sits where the boot-mounted

Already a fan favourite on the US west coast, thanks to its
Legends Tour win, Nashole will now be converted to a
Hot Wheels model. The Nashole has front disc brakes, a
rack-and-pinion steering system and a modified NASCAR radiator
to keep the small-block V8 cool. Car builders Salzillo and Ford have
used the Nash extensively, including driving it hundreds of miles
during the eRATicate Cancer Cruise fundraiser in California.
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spare wheel once did.
The eye-catching dice air
filters came about because
Nashole was originally built
for Rat City Rukkus, a rat rod
show in Las Vegas. The theme
is carried through to the
interior, where dice appear
on custom-printed Speedhut
gauges. A free-spinning dice on
the dashboard is a favourite of
the thousands of kids that
have climbed through the
Metropolitan at its many car
show appearances.
Already a fan favourite on
the US west coast, Nashole’s
fame will now ramp up a notch
thanks to its Legends Tour win.
It will be converted to a Hot
Wheels model by the 50-strong
creative team led by Mattel VP
and global head of design for
vehicles, Ted Wu – one of the
1,200 new and recoloured
Hot Wheels models created
each year
Wu was part of the final
judging panel that included
comedians and car collectors
Jay Leno and Adam Carolla,
designers Dave Marek and
Peter Brock, and others.
They selected Nashole over
contenders such as the
Land Kreuzer, a chopped
’68 Toyota Land Cruiser with
BMW V12 power, and the
Kargoyle, a Cadillac-Chevy
hybrid with the sinister looks
to match its name.
“As I was
considering the
20 finalists,
I was

looking at exploded views of
them in my mind and figuring
out things like where the body
might split or how many pieces
it would take to make” Wu told
me, noting that Hot Wheels
works to a four-piece restriction
for basic-range cars.
“[As designers] we think about
how we could use the same
piece for more than one purpose
– is the area where the dice
come up through the hood part
of the interior, for example.
We'll have to be clever to create
it as a $1 car, as this won’t be
an easy one to do. There are lots
of challenges here but we’re
always up for a challenge and
we had to pick the car that
represents Hot Wheels the best.
“When you shrink a car down
64 times, you can’t just do it
like the 1:1, you’ve got to figure
out its essence” Wu went on.
“We look at what makes the car
unique: the dice, the stance,
the fact that the wheels are on
the outside of the body, unlike
a regular Nash. We’ll distil the
characteristics that will make
the model really like this car
at 1:64 scale.”
There are initial sketches
before the design is brought
into 3D, leading to several
iterations of rapid prototypes at
Mattel’s facility in El Segundo,
Los Angeles. “From there we
work with our manufacturing
counterparts in Asia” Wu
continued. “We’ll go back and
forth with them on
making sure that it is
mass-producible

Hot Wheels Chief Designer Ted Wu loves Porsches, but he revealed a big fan of
the unusual Renault Dauphine that made it to the 2019 Legends Tour Final.

The eye-catching dice air filters came about because Nashole was originally built
for Rat City Rukkus, a rat rod show in Las Vegas. The theme is carried through to
the interior, where dice appear on custom-printed Speedhut gauges.

with the look that we want.
Finally, we tweak the colour and
the tampos. The whole process
takes about a year, so the car
will be in the range for 2021
as a late-2020 release.”
The first colour scheme will
closely represent the real Nash
but, as with all new toolings,
there will be recolours, too.
Wu was keen to point out that
the team will consider the
options “while maintaining the
spirit of the original ’57 Nash”.
The Legends Tour is expected
to grow further in 2020. Last
year’s tour included stops
in Germany and Mexico but
there’s no word yet on whether
2020 will include further shows
outside of the US. It’s not hard

to see why the tour has become
so popular, so quickly, with
exclusive models available
to the show attendees and
a money-can’t-buy prize
on offer to the winner.
“I grew up playing with Hot
Wheels and my two boys have
them all over their bedroom”
summed up Salzillo. “They’re
giving garage builders like us
the opportunity to be part of
one of the best car shows I’ve
ever been to, but for us to have
now built a car that’s going to
be a Hot Wheels is amazing,
an overwhelming experience.
My children and grandchildren will get to play with
a Hot Wheels model of my car,
and it will live on forever.” MC

Greg Salzillo
has plenty to
grin about, as
the car he built
with buddy
Dave Ford
is now to be
immortalised
by Hot Wheels.

One of the many impressive competitors Nashole came up against was the
Kargoyle, a Cadillac-Chevy hybrid with looks sinister enough to match its name.
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